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Cellar manager Dan Merritt points to the plumbing that will drain AS UPS funds. 
A (yrano to 
1 	 remember: 
see page 6 
DOS spent too 
much dough to 
orient students 
By Laura Smith 
Contributing Editor 
Although the analysis of the 1990 
orientation budget has not yet been 
completed, the Dean of Students Office 
estimates that it did overspend for the 
new student program. This is not 
surprising, according to Associate 
Dean of Students Henry Johnson, who 
said "There has been overspending each 
year." 
Orientation, which is designed t 
ease the transition for incominl 
students into their new scholasti 
environment, entails some costl 
components, including the bussing o 
over 800 participants to the Olympic 
Peninsula, and "Playfair," an even 
which emphasizes active socia 
participation. Both the off-campu 
and on-campus components of th 
program, Preludes and Passages, an 
funded through the the Dean o 
Students. 
"When you talk about overspendinj 
it sounds like gross negligence," sai' 
Johnson, who was involved ii 
organizing Preludes. Johnson note 
that it is difficult to accurately predic 
spending costs for a relatively nev 
program with many varying cos 
factors. Mismanagement of funds wa 
most likely not the cause of th 
overspending. 
The Controllers office refused t 
make exact spending figures availabi 
to The Trial. "We don't give ou 
see FUNDS page 2 
By Jennifer Shepard 
News Editor 
The idiom of throwing money down 
the drain has the ring of literal truth for 
the Cellar. Plant Department estimates 
that it will cost ASUPS $10,000 to 
install the two new sinks that will meet 
health and building code requirements. 
"The Health Department said we had to 
have a dedicated hand-washing sink and a 
mop sink, and we thought it would be 
easy to install,"said Dan Merritt, Cellar 
manager, "But when plant department 
came to evaluate the situation they noted 
that in order to install the new sinks they 
would have to redo the entire plumbing 
system," said Merritt. "The existing drain 
is the minimum required by building 
permit law for the three existing sinks. It 
is only two inches wide." 
"If they don't do 
it by Christmas 
I doubt the Cellar 
will reopen spring 
semester..." 
At the present time the three sinks 
drain into one single floor drain, a two 
inch pipe that runs underneath the floor 
of the Cellar out to the main drain, 
which runs underneath the hallway. 
Because the current drain is the 
minimum size required, the addition of 
two sinks means the entire drain must be 
replaced. 
"The pipe they have to remove is 
embedded in concrete. They have to cut 
out an approximately two foot by forty 
foot section of the floor, lift out the 
December 6, 1990 
High school 
tourney leads 
to foul shots 
By Jennifer L. Murawski 
Editor 
For the second time this semester, 
Security Services and the Tacoma Police 
Department responded to gunshots on 
campus. Last Thursday night, shots were 
fired in the Fieldhouse parking lot 
following the "Hoops-Go-Around," a 
high school basketball tournament 
sponsored by Tacoma Public Schools. 
"There was a scuffle of some kind and 
two or three shots were fired," said Todd 
Badham, Director of Security Services. 
Both Security and the Tacoma Police 
deny that the incident was gang-related. 
"They were random shots that were 
fired," said Mark Mann of the Tacoma 
Police DepartmenL 
The school district had provided its 
own security for the event, but at the 
outbreak of a fight, a Tacoma Schools 
see SHOTS page 2 
brought up to health codes or safety 
standards it is up to those departments 
involved to fund the work necessary. As 
ASUPS is a department and the Cellar 
falls under ASUPS, it would therefore be 
up to ASUPS to fund the repairs." 
"The Health Department has given the 
Cellar 90 days since the last inspection 
to comply, which is about the end of 
February or else the Cellar will no longer 
be able to operate," said Merritt. The 
work is scheduled to take place over 
Christmas break. 
"If they don't do it by Christmas, I 
doubt the Cellar will re-open spring 
semester until the sinks are installed," 
said Merritt. 
concrete, replace the pipe, replace the 
concrete, and replace the linoleum and 
carpeting for that strip," said Merritt. 
ASUPS is paying for these repairs. 
"We wanted the university to pay for this 
since is was their renovations that we are 
needing to upgrade," stated Merritt, 
"They said no." 
Eric Konzelman, ASUPS Director of 
Business Services stated that he, Bill 
Potter, John Otter, and Ray Bell had met 
to discuss securing additional funding for 
the university. 
"We went into the meeting curious 
about what happens in situations like 
this," said Konzelman. "Ray Bell 
informed us that when things have to be 
Cellar. needs $10,000 worth of drains 
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Core, changes reviewed by students and faculty 
By Jennifer Shepard 
News Editor 
Monday afternoon, students and faculty 
debated the core curriculum changes 
proposed by the Ad Hoc Curriculum 
Review Committee a month ago 
Participants questioned the validity of 
the "common experience" that the 
newly—proposed American Cultures class 
is intended to provide. Proponents of the 
course argue that exposure to a standard 
body of knowledge will inevitably 
produce differing opinions. 
"I think if we were required to deal 
with a common body of material and 
chose to take dramatically different 
approaches to it that that whole 
experience would have an impact on the 
campus as a whole," said Dean Dodson. 
"There would be issues that would 
surface in The Trail, and in the halls, 




By Stephanie Dorsey 
AS UPS Reporter 
"Americans, we have stopped our test 
site; now it is up to you," said Olzhas 
Suleimonov last Monday in his address 
to students and Tacoma residents. 
The Kazakh poet and two-time 
representative to the Supreme Soviet 
spoke as an activist for the Nevada 
Semipalatinsk Movement, a lobby 
founded in the Soviet Union and dedicated 
to the closure of nuclear testing sites. 
The Nevada-Semipalatinsk Movement 
gets its name from two nuclear testing 
sites, one located in the state of Nevada, 
USA and the other, the Semipalatinsk 
site in the Kazakhastan Republic, Soviet 
Union. 
In February 1989, according to 
Suleimonov, a military airman contacted 
him to say that "on the 12th there was a 
detonation at [the Semipalatinsk sight] 
with a catastrophic release of radiation. 
There was a huge cloud that drifted tens 
of kilometers," he explained. 
Suleimonov informed the Kazakh 
citizens about the release in a televised 
speech. 
The announcement produced loud 
public outcry, and the next day citizens 
gathered outside Suleimonovs office 
building in protest. "We were lied to for 
27 years," the crowd said. "We were told 
they were underground blasts." That day, 
the Kazakh citizens "decided to have a 
movement." 
They discovered that the situation in 
Kazakhstan was worse than they 
suspected. Today, one in every three 
children born in the Semipalatinsk area is 
deformed as a result of above ground 
testing that occured within kilometers of 
their parents' homes. "No one was 
evacuated so as not to create a panic," 
said Suleimonov. 
Since the founding of the Nevada- 
SHOTS from page 1 
employee called Security Services who in 
turn contacted Tacoma Police. 
Apparently, Tacoma Police officers 
followed a car carrying suspects, but 
found no weapons in the vehicle. 
A similar but presumably unrelated 
and students that would animate the rest 
of the campus." 
Others are more skeptical, convinced 
that the common experience would only 
further homogenize the student body. 
"I think what the core can do, does do 
and should do is steer people towards a 
variety of methods and disciplines. I 
often question and wonder why we talk 
about a common experience. For myself 
I'm not sure is necessary or laudable," 
stated Julie Evans, professor of 
Occupational Therapy. "Students already 
have a tremendous common experiences 
before coming to us." 
Philosophy professor and chair of the 
Ad Doc Curriculum Review Committee 
Doug Cannon responded, addressing 
specifically the American Cultures core 
as a common experience, "Obviously 
UPS students have lots of common 
Suleiinonov lobbied for a ban on 
nuclear testing in US & Soviet Union. 
Semipalatinsk Movement in 1989, the 
Soviet people have suceeded in closing 
the Semipalatinsk testing site, stopping 
in the first year, 11 of the 18 explosions 
scheduled. 
Now the emphasis is on closing other 
testing sites, specifically, the one in 
Nevada. 
In 1963, 113 countries signed a 
Limited Test Ban Treaty (LTBT) and now 
a UN conference has been called for 
January 4, 1991 in hopes of installing a 
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT). 
The United States and England are the 
only countries who object to the 
conference. Under the LTBT the only 
countries with veto power are the USSR, 
the US and the United Kingdom. 
David Batker, a Greenpeace 
representative, spoke at the end of the 
Monday night meeting urging people to 
attend a protest to be held during the 
January conference. 
Suleimonov saw the participation of 
concerned citizens in such demonstrations 
as the method to stop the testing. "[The 
two sites at Nevada and Semipalatinsk] 
are like Siamese twins, if one gets sick 
the other will also die." 
incident occured October 8, when 
gunshots were fired ouside a student party 
on N. 10th. Both Security and Tacoma 
Police suspected that incident was gang-
related, but resident students denied that 
gang members were present. 
experiences, they were all standing in 
line for registration," he said. "What's 
being asked for is a content. ... What's 
being proposed in American Cultures 
would be that there would be some 
readings that everyone would read." 
Some questioned the feasibility of 
teaching courses with such broad subjects 
as International Political Economies or 
American Cultures. 
"How would you get in the other 
major cultures of the world into a 
semester class?" asked Lisa Matye, 
ASUPS senator. "You're going to have a 
lot of material to cover and I don't know 
how you're going to do it in an effective 
way." 
Senator Amanda Fox argued that the 
American Cultures core should be a 
necessary part of the educational 
requirements. 
By Matthew A. Budke 
Staff Writer 
With the end of the year near and the 
holidays closing in quickly, it's time for 
Puget sound to throw one last party: it's 
time for Mistletoast. Mistletoast is the 
Universitys's annual holiday fest 
featuring a hay ride, food, cartoons and 
lots of fun; the festivities take place on 
Friday, December 7. 
The fun begins at 3:30 with hayrides 
in a horse-drawn covered wagon leaving 
every 15 minutes from the Student 
Union Building parking lot. Starting at 
6:15 in the Great Hall is a musical 
performance by the Decatur High School 
choir as well as a small University choir. 
From 7 to 8 pm students can enjoy the 
International Food Festival for a small 
feeof$2. 
At 9 pm the Student Union Building 
FUNDS from page 1 
detailed departmental information," said 
university controller Steve Ward. 
Although the exact figures were not 
made available, The Trail did obtain an 
estimate of how the money was spent. 
"Ninety percent of our basic costs are 
food, housing, and transportation, and 
they are yearly increasing," said Johnson, 
who emphasized that the main expenses 
are basic living needs and not fancy 
extras. 
Several variable factors affected 
orientation costs such as inflation, 
changes in vendors, and an unpredictable 
class size. Because the budget costs are 
examined in January, and the freshman 
class size is not determined until after 
May, budget planning for orientation is 
"not an exact science," said Johnson. 
Most of the costs are relevant to how 
many people participate, so an extreme 
fluctuation in predicted class size can 
alter the projected amount of spending. 
Therefore, the budget cannot be 
completed on a per student basis, 
according to Johnson. 
"I feel that as a university we're trying 
to prepare Out students in the best way 
possible and it is a very un—diverse 
culture that we have here," she said. "I 
don't think that we're doing students 
justice by sending them out into the 
world as ignorant, as being unaware of 
the different economic aspects of our 
culture. ... I think it's important and we 
owe it to the students to at least give 
them the opportunity to learn this." 
Several students questioned the 
necessity of the Science in Context core 
plus the two lab science cores already 
required. 
"I hope if Science in Context is 
adopted, then the way the two sciences 
are taught would change," said Cannon. 
"The Ad Hoc Committee discussed 
science at length, how this can be made 
so that it works better for the students." 
lounge will be transformed into a 
comfortable theater for a cartoon festival 
featuring Mickey's Christmas Carol. 
Capping off this evening of holiday 
entertainment is a big band dance in the 
Rotunda. The dance begins at 8 pm and 
ends at 11pm. 
"Mistletoast is a holiday activity for 
everyone, not just a Christmas 
celebration," said Kristen Friehauf, 
ASUPS Special Events programmer in 
charge of organizing Mistletoast. She 
reminds everyone, however, that there are 
a limited number of tickets available and 
that Mistletoast usually sells out every 
year. "I hope Mistletoast is as successful 
as it is every year, not only for the 
benefit of my committee but also for the 
benefit of the campus," she said. 
"Mistletoast is a fantastic event which no 
one should miss." 
Since prospective students reserve the 
right to turn down or accept an invitation 
of admission to the university, an 
accurate prediction of class size is 
virtually impossible. The 1990 
orientaion budget was based on a class 
size of 600-650 students, but the actual 
freshman class size was 700 students, 
according to Carol Witner in Institutional 
Research. To account for this enrollment 
increase, extra spending on the 
orientation program appears to have been 
inevitable. 
Since the orientation program is still 
in its fledgling stages, much of the 
budget distress could also be due to 
frequent changes in the format of the 
program after the final funding decision. 
"My thrust since I've been here is to 
bring more accountability, better 
estimates as to what our costs are for the 
program .... We ultimately need to stop 
making changes and define what we want 
in a program. This way we can predict 
costs and be more accurate in our 
budget," Johnson said. 
Mistletoast is comin' to town 
ámpus Notes 
Friday, December 7 	 Pierce County Personnel Director Bob Weaver speaks on 
Affirmative Action in SUB 101 at 5. 
I Saturday, December 8 Amnesty International Write-a-thon in SUB 101 from 11 -2. 
Sunday, December 9 
	 Festival of Lessons & Carols, a Christmas candlelight servic 
in Kilworth Chapel at 7:00. Donations for Tillicum 
Community Service Center will be collected. 
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Theatre is his passion 
it 
By Mike Hoefner 
Contributing Editor 
cott Weldin leans back in his 
chair, legs stretched out, feet on 
his desk. His office is somewhat 
bare, dominated by a drafting 
board and there is a model of a 
stage in the corner with a small 
set. On the door is a poster for 
Hap good, a play by Tom Stoppard that 
just closed at the ACT Theatre in Seattle. 
Weldin himself is unassuming; he has 
dark brown hair that is accented with bits 
of grey, a moustache covers his upper 
lip, he wears a black and white plaid shirt 
under a dark wool vest, and peers out 
from thick, tortoise-shell glasses. His 
casual looks do not betray his feverishly 
busy schedule. 
Weldin is one of the two new theatre 
professors here at Puget Sound, he got 
his B.A. and M.A. in Theatre at 
Michigan State "in the bad old Sixties," 
and his M.F. A. in Theatre Design at the 
University of Washington in 1979. He 
has been teaching, either part- or full-
time, since he got his degree in 1968. In 
addition to teaching, though, Weldin has 
been very active in designing stages for 
professional theatres. 
Since 1967, he has worked on over 
120 shows, designing sets for such plays 
as The Crucible and Tart uffe, at the 
Milwaukee Repertory Theatre, to Death 
of a Salesman and Hap good at the 
Seattle Repertory Theatre. This year he 
will have done scenic design for around 
six productions, including one for the 
Milwaukee Rep's production of Inherit 
the Wind and Amadeus here at Puget 
Sound. 
Weldin also worked as a "set decorator" 
on the CBS series Northern Exposure  
last spring. "I was basically just a grunt, 
I didn't design anything," he said. Weldin 
was responsible for making sure every 
detail was perfect in the set. "It's a very 
important job because the characters 
work with everything in the set." He 
leans over and picks up a coffee mug. If 
they need to drink out of a coffee mug 
you have to think 'what kind of mug will 
he drink out of?" 
For Weldin, working in television was 
"fascinating." "It's different than theatre, 
but the skills were still useful," he said. 
The set decorators had to pay meticulous 
attention to detail. "We spent two days 
on top of the metal roof of a cabin, 
putting plastic netting on it and then 
fastening moss and leaves onto it so it 
would look old and not like a brand-new 
metal roof." 
Theatre remains Weldin's passion, 
though. He has been interested in it since 
high school, but didn't get into design 
until college. "I was probably in my 
junior year of under-graduate study. I was 
studying acting and directing and realized 
that there were a lot of better actors than 
me and a lot of unemployed actors," he 
says, laughing. "I discovered that I loved 
theatre and not just acting." It was then 
that Weldin used his interest in 
architectural design and the woodworking 
skills his father had taught him to start 
designing in the theatre. 
Weldin said he likes design because "it 
is a nice amalgam of being by yourself 
and working with other people." As a 
designer he is responsible for the set on 
the stage, this means reading and re-
reading the script and working closely 
with the director. He pulls a thick file 
folder out of his bag, it is filled with 
notes and designs for Inherit the Wind. 
"Right now I'm on the phone every 
day with Milwaukee. When I go there for 
five days -- in between the last day of 
classes and finals -- I will work in the 
theatre and talk to all the people involved 
with the set: construction, prop people, 
lighting..." He unrolls some draft 
drawings he has made on tissue-thin 
paper, "this is the bench for the judge," 
he says, pointing at it, "and these are the 
chairs for the jury." There are a few notes 
on the clean, sharp drawings, pointing to 
the surface of the chair. "You have to 
include everything, including the 
materials used and the colors you want." 
A balance between professional and 
academic work is something that Weldin 
enjoys. "It keeps me insulated from the 
worst extremes of academia and the 
professional world ... It's nice to have 
faculty meetings and discuss whats best 
for the students and theatre and not have 
to think about what will make the most 
money. But I also like to occasionally 









Theatre professor Scott Weldin will apply his talents to Inherit the Wind 
0 TEACHI. 
willamette University offers a highly competitive 10-month 
program leading to teacher certification (elementary grades K-
9 or secondary grades 5-12) and a Master of Arts in Teaching 
(MAT) degree. 
1991-92 PROGRAM: AUGUST 19, 1991 - JUNE 12, 1992. 
Certification available in: 
Art 	 Language Arts 
Biolo' & General Science 	 Mathematics (Basic 
Chemistry 	 & Advanced) 
Drama 	 MUSIC Education (K-12) 
Elementary 	 Physical Education (K-12) 
English Language 	 Physics 
& Literature 	 Reading (K-12) 
French 	 Russian 
German 	 Spanish 
Health 
	 Speech 
Integrated Science 	 Social Studies 
Japanese 
Willamette 
LIOIJ U N I V E R S I I 1842 
	 150 la4lr- 	 1992 
For more information contact: 
Office of Admission, Willamette University 
900 State Street, Salem, OR 97301 
(503) 370-6303 
NOW TO IMPROVE 
YOUR SCORES ON 
SPORTS INJURY EXAMS. 
If you ever run into a sports injury 
come to Pacific Sports Medicine for 
your exam. 
We're the largest, most compre-
hensive sports medicine facility in the 
South Sound area, and our doctors and 
staff of professionals all specialize in sports - from diaoiiosis 
to surgery to rehabilitation erapy 
In fact, our docs are jocks themselves. 
Call us at 572-TEAM and we'll schedule your exam 
around your class schedule. No Blue Book required. 
PACIFIC SPORTS MEO1C1NL-a,*.P%.A. 
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A dedication to excellence 171 
By Mike Hoefner 
Contributing Editor 
P ohn B. Magee has accomplished a lot in his life. During the 35 years he spent as a full-time professor at the University of Puget Sound, he has not only taught students, but also been 
involved in creating such on-campus 
institutions as the core curriculum and 
study abroad. Magee's influence has 
touched many lives, and even prompted 
one former student to set up a 
scholarship program in his name. But for 
all his accomplishments, Magee is 
neither pompous nor inactive. He is quite 
the opposite. 
At 73, Magee exudes humor, 
optimism and energy. He punctuates his 
speech with gestures, or a sidelong 
glance and a smile. When he talks, 
Magee ofteii makes jokes, and he never 
recounts an accomplishment without 
crediting those who were with him. 
It is through this modesty that Magee's 
achievements shine. He has had a 
profound effect in helping form the 
university's academic structure. He had a 
hand in helping draw up the University 
core cirriculum, taking part in the 
application process for Phi Beta Kappa 
recognition, forming the faculty senate, 
and helping organize the honors and 
study abroad programs. 
The university was granted a Phi Beta 
Kappa chapter in 1986. This is one of 
the highest honors that a university can 
receive and represents academic quality of 
the university and its faculty. Magee does 
not accept the credit for this. "It belongs 
to the institution," he says. 
Nevertheless, Magee played a part in 
getting the application together, visiting 
universities which had already received 
recognition, and functioning as a liaison 
to the Phi Beta Kappa committee. "It 
was a very exciting time," he says. "Not 
more than one [institution] is accepted a 
year on the average. The competition is 
pretty keen." But, after one unsuccessful 
attempt, the University was accepted. 
I POW 
The honors program "was started by a 
small group of faculty in 1962 on a zero 
budget," Magee says, laughing for a 
moment at the memory. "It was all 
volunteers and I volunteered as the head 
of the program." From this, Magee led 
the first university overseas study 
program to Vienna in 1966. Out of the 
overseas program came the Asian studies 
program, also led by Magee in its first 
years. This program was later expanded 
by Magee's colleague Bob Alberson into 
the Pacific Rim program. 
The formation of the core curriculum 
came after Phil Phibbs became the 
president of the university in 1973. "It 
was a university-wide enterprise," says 
Magec. It was a difficult process because 
modern universities do not represent a 
single, unified idea, but rather "a 
multitude of interests." 
Magee says that the core was designed 
to be "a counter-balance to the idea of a 
major. It has a broader reach." 
"The result was a compromise between 
the interests of all the departments," he 
says. "The result is always a 
compromise. Modern knowledge is so 
immense, finding an essence is a 
hopeless enterprise." Going to a 
university "can only be a beginning," he 
addecL 
Magee also helped create the faculty 
senate. "Small universities were sailing 
so close to the wind in terms of their 
existence," says Magee of the days when 
the University was under the leadership 
of Dr. Thomson, Phibbs's predecessor, 
"that it made sense to have a strong hand 
at the helm," In the middle of his 
sentence Magee smiles, as if he's aware 
of his metaphor and hopes it doesn't get 
out of hand. It doesn't, so he sits back 
and continues. 
The first university senate was held in 
the mid-sixties and was "the first actual 
forum for the faculty." For Magee, this 
was an important development that 
allowed the faculty to discuss the 
business of the university and it gave all 
of the departments representation. 
Again, Magee shies away from taking 
full credit. "In each case there was a 
groundswell of interest," he says. He just 
took the opportunity to lead and organize 
these interests. "A teacher is committed 
to his subject and his students, but he is 
also capable of serving the University." 
Magee breaks off and smiles, "I suppose 
I ought to season that with some failures 
In between there were periods of long 
waiting." 
Even with all ofhis involvement in 
helping create these academic 
institutions, Magee still stands out as an 
accomplished professor. He taught 
philosophy from 1947 until 1982, his 
retirement. However, he has continued to 
teach classes here at Puget Sound. 
"Aristotle said every man desires to 
know. I'm not sure that's entirely true," 
he grins. 
"I assume I can please a student best 
by engaging the student in the subject 
matter ... I treat students as persons. 
They have a capacity to be excited about 
learning, so I get excited about it myself. 
A teacher should be a model of eager 
interest in the subject ... teaching should 
be relevant to the student's learning edge, 
so they get excited." Magee smiles, 
again, and continues: "It's very simple. 
Any teacher who does that is a good 
teacher." He added that he has "a few 
tricks," but he doesn't need to use them. 
"Aristotle said 
every man desires 
to know. I'm 
not sure that's 
entirely 
true." 
Magee teaches philosophy during the 
summer at Puget Sound, but the rest of 
the year he still remains active in 
acedaemia. For instance, he is working 
on a book now about meditation in the 
western tradition. He will also lecture 
this August as part of the University of 
Puget Sound! Pacific Lutheran 
University Communiversity program. 
One of Magee's students donated 
money to the university in honor of 
Magee and the academic excellence he 
represents. One million dollars went to 
fund the hiring of the John Magee 
Distinguished Professor, Mott Greene, 
and another million went to the honors 
program. When asked about how he feels 
about having a scholarship program set 
up in his name, Magee almost blushes. 
"That was one of those accidental and 
gratuitous honors," he says, with his 












Artwork by John McCuistion; see Dec 7 
Members of the University Chorale (1 to r): Jennifer Shoenberg, Amy Colson, Nadja 
Masura, Lef Edmondsen, and Tanya Isaac. See December10 
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Unless otherwise noted, events take 
place on campus. Call the Information 
Center at 756-3329 for additional 
information. 
December 7—Friday 
"Dogs, Demons, and Visions," an 
exhibition of ceramic works by Puget 
Sound professor John McCuistion is 
presented in conjunction with paintings 
by Bill Rades. Exhibition runs in 
Kittredge Gallery through February 2. 
The Cellar and Amnesty International 
present Mistletoast, with a performance 
by Stretch. See article, page 2. 
Aspha Psi Omega presents A Teddy 
Bear for a King, the Christmas 
production. Jones Hall, 7 p.m.; free. 
Also Saturday at 1 an 7 p.m. 
Pacific Lutheran University presents the 
Scandanivian pre-Christmas festival 
"Sankta Lucia". 8 p.m.; $2. 535-7621 
Dec. 8—Saturday 
The University Jazz Band plays in the 
Great Hall. Hal Sherman, director. 8 
p.m.; free 
Tacoma Actors Guild presents "A 
Christmas Carol" in a new adaptation. 8 
p.m. 272-2145. Runs through the 23rd 
Dec. 9—Sunday 
Jane's Addiction, the Pixies, and Primus 
at the Seattle Center Arena. 8 p.m. 
Madrigal Singers and Adeiphians present 
a Festival of Lessons and Carols. 
Kilworth Chapel, 7 p.m.; free 
An evening of 12th century Advent 
music in St. James cathedral, Seattle. 
Includes a staged presentation of a 
medieval chant drama. 7:30 p.m. 622-
3559 
Masterworks Choral Ensemble sponsors 
a community, sing-in of Handel's 
Messiah at United Churches in 
Olympia. 3 p.m. 352-4584 
Leo Kottke with Sam Weiss at the 
Backstage in Seattle. 8 and 10 p.m. 789-
6953 
Dec. 10—Monday 
The University of Puget Sound Chorale 
presents traditional and modern 
Christmas works in Jacobsen Recital 
Hall. 8 p.m.; free 
Dec. 11—Tuesday 
Pacific Lutheran University's Festival of 
Lessons and Carols, featuring cross-
campus caroling and a formal evening 
concert. 7 and 9 p.m.; caroling at 5:30 
p.m. 535-7621 
Dec. 14—Friday 
Balletacoma presents, in collaboration 
with the Tacoma Symphony Orchestra, 
"The Nutcracker." Also on Saturday, 
Sunday and the weekend of the 21st. 
272-9631 
Radical Women's Holiday Bake Sale; 
goods delivered to your house or office. 
722-6057 
Dec. 15—Saturday 
Seattle Men's Choir Holiday Concert at 
University of Washington's Meany Hall. 
8 p.m. 
Dec. 16—Sunday 
The Waterboys at the Moore Theater in 
Seattle. 8 p.m. 443-1744 
The Cathedral Soloists of St. James 
cathedral in Seattle are joined by 
Cathedral Organist Howard Hoyt for an 
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A review of 
Cyrano de Bergerac 
By Andy James 
A&EEditor 
The French can do this Sort of thing and 
we can't. It would be an act of maturity 
to admit it; the French know how to 
keep rich, sumptuous epics light on their 
lct and we, with a few exceptions, don't. 
When Hollywood puts a movie in the 
past—especially European past, 
cspccially the baroque—you're never 
allowed to forget how lavish the time 
was. The results can be stirring 
(Amadeus comes to mind) but the 
spectacle never leaves. 
That atmosphere would probably have 
killed Jean-Paul Rappeneaus's elegant 
film version of the venerable Cyrano de 
Bergerac. Even though the drama of 
Edmund Rostand's classic lyric play is 
meant to be sweeping, there's a bouyancy 
to the versed puns and romantic couplets 
that undercuts the heaviest aspects. The 
play has its feet in the heroic and the 
low-key, and the film does, too. 
This is in spite of an unheard-of $17 
million budget (the French rarely throw 
that much money around), which pays 
for theaters, palaces, monasteries and 
entire armies, all of the 16th century, all 
depicted in encompassing accuracy. It's 
beautiful to watch—especially because 
it's somber or relaxed as often as it is 
ornate. But even though there attention 
paid to the details of the time—the wax 
seals, the shirt cuffs—the periodicity is 
never the principal focus; it established  
the tenor, but the players draw the 
emotions in. 
The greatest amount of credit goes, of 
course, to Gerard Depardicu, Cyrano 
himself. He plays a swashbuckler with 
an extravagant, poetic heart; he endows 
all his actions with determined style-
"panache," he calls it—and he is, 
consequently, a hero to a regiment and 
his entire town. 
He also has a nose of gargantuan 
proportions. It is his nose which keeps 
him from admitting his love for his 
cousin Roxane (Anne Brochet), who is 
smitten with Christian, one of the men 
in his regiment (played by the dewy-eyed 
The object in question 
Vincent Perez). Cyrano, desperate to 
express his feeling in any form, begins 
to write passionate letters for the hapless 
Christian. They work too well; Cyrano 
is forced to watch as Roxane falls in love 
with Cyrano's words but Christian's 
body. 
The story is familiar to anyone who 
saw Steve Martin's airy but charming 
modernization R oxan ne. Where that 
movie was necessarily free with the 
details of the text, this version preserves 
Rostand's original text almost word for 
word. And yet it is no less entertaining 
than the modem, flip version; it is richer, 
it involves more themes, but it still has  
the air of superficial fun that was the 
substance of Martin's version. It is, in 
part, a work of intricate, comedic 
surfaces, and to the end that surface is 
richly sustained. 
. Part of the credit for this must go to 
Anthony (A Clockwork Orange) 
Burgess' superb verse translation, which 
serves as the subtitles. It deviates often 
from the exact wording of the original, 
but the rhymes give the scenes the quick, 
entrancing clip the original carries; they 
help keep the movie an extravagant work 
of art rather than a profound meditation 
on the darkest themes. 
Cyrano de Bergerac is, of course, one of 
the greatest vanity roles an actor could 
imagine—it ranges from the showy 
heights of bravado to the most poetic 
moments of self-doubt. Giving this role 
to France's—and possibly the world's-
greatest actor is not only brilliant but 
somewhat inevitable. Depardieu is 
something of a legend himself; surely 
one of the most unlikely-looking sex 
symbols, he's a great bear of a man who 
somehow suggests a poetic center. He is 
also possessor of an estimably large 
nose, which is, with considerable flair 
and believability, here exagerrated to epic 
but possible proportions. 
The marvel of Depardieu's performance 
is that you end up not noticing the nose's 
mammoth size; you forget his nose so 
much that when it's brought up it's 
startling. It becomes, as he trumpets 
during one of his duels, a projection of 
his own panache, a physicalization of his 
extreme personality. The nose, then, is 
not regarded as a true barrier—this is not 
the story of a freak—but as a centering 
for all of Cyrano's self-doubts. 
It's a performance of rare beauty 
because, for all the role's inborn 
Gerard Depardieu in the role of his or any 
showiness, Depardieu reduces it to the 
smallest, most telling aspects. Cyrano is 
a hero for the audience as well as the 
film's town; he seems able to take 
anything on his broad shoulders. So 
seeing him bear the enormity of his 
silence is heart-rendering; we see, more 
and more, what he can't do. Depardieu 
takes a drastic, impossible character and 
makes him human enough to be any of 
us. 
Eventually, the text speaks to all of us, 
not because Cyrano's nose fixation chides 
our own physical inhibitions, but 
because his desires and poetic reaches are 
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Minneapolis' portable maelstrom Big Trouble House. Stand back, children. 
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Home Alone . 
0 
'JVOU' J'rn at DQ eating a Peanut Buster 
Parfait. I'm worried." 
S ta...,y home 
By Jennifer Shepard 
News Editor 
For those of you who appreciate 
slap–stick and mean-spirited humor, 
Home Alone is the perfect movie for 
you. Some of its main humor consists of 
people stepping on nails and glass, 
repeatedly slipping on ice–glazed stairs, 
and even being shot by a BB gun in that 
certain area all men are ever so protective 
of. And this is a Christmas comedy. 
The movie begins with the 
semi–believable idea of an eight year old 
boy, Kevin, being left home alone by his 
frazzled and harassed family when they 
fly to Paris for the holidays. The 
members of the family are the most 
believable characters of this movie, and 
unfortunately they are on the plane to 
il Paris for most of the movie. 
By Scott Sterbenz 
Staff Writer 
Girl Trouble "Thrilisphere" (LP) 
Popliama Records P.O. Box 95364, 
Seattle, Wa. 98145-2364 
BUY this record already. If you're not 
already hip to these Tacoma icons, then 
this would be a good time to start 
building your shrines. Already known 
across lands near and far for their organic 
blend of rock and roll the way it was 
ment to be, Girl Trouble delivers with 
"Thrillspere." 
How's this for content: lyrics musing 
about voodoo ladies, one-eyed snakes, 
dancing girls, spiteful ex-lovis, coffee 
junkies, jailbirds, and a girl that loves 
rock and roll more than any man, and 
you have reverberating pulses that could 
make Elvis dance on his own grave. 
Musically, Dale and K.P. and siblings 
Bon and Kuhuna have achieved estatic 
new levels of their often imitated—but 
never duplicated—sound. One begins to 
wonder what Girl Trouble WON'T do for 
their fans outside of showering them 
with small gifts at their gigs or sending 
them free Wig Out! fanzines (Wig Out! 
P0 Box 44633, Tacoma Wa. 98444). 
I acorn a Lyin I rouoe 
The majority of this film features 
Kevin staying home alone. We see him 
deal with grocery shopping, laundry, 
meals, and other mundane tasks, all of 
which are mildly funny if you 
completely suspend any sense of reality. 
The movie degenerates once Kevin is 
forced to protect his home from two 
burglars who have staked out the house. 
This is where mildly funny leaves off and 
sick and boring take over. Although this 
is a Christmas comedy there is an overly 
long sequence of the burglars being foiled 
by the kids defense mechanisms, all of 
which involve physical pain. 
In addition to the acts of violence 
already mentioned, one burglar has his 
scalp blow–torched, both are hit in the 
head with full cans of paint, and we see 
the imprint of the doorknob burned into 
the other burglar's hand. In my opinion 
this humor is mean and pointless; there 
is nothing funny in watching people 
being hurt. 
Perhaps in a futile attempt to redeem 
itself this film includes a completely 
unbelievable reunion scene of an elderly 
Start your Christmas wish list with 
this album and be sure to include a ticket 
to one of their live shows (next year at 
UPS). Caution. CAUTION! A word to 
the wise: live Girl Trouble may have you 
begging for your life since their music 
has been described as "simultaneously 
sounding like a car wreck and and a 
symphony." Exult in all the Java Jive-
ish cultish pleasures and other trash 
culture by doing the Girl Trouble 
Experience. Easily one of the top albums 
of the year or your lifetime. * * * * 
Big Trouble House "Mouthful of 
Violence" (LP,CD) COMM3 
Records, 438 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn, 
NY 11211 (718)500-2205 
Who said that bad things happen in 
threes? This Minneapolis based trio is  
neighbor and his son, both of whom 
haven't spoken to each other for 20 years. 
Kevin, behaving the part of some kind of 
family therapist, gives the neighbor 
advice on facing fears in an old stone 
church bathed in candlelight as a 
children's choir sings. It is ridiculously 
overdone and no child would or could 
ever say those things. 
The last scene in the movie, is of 






looking Out the window as the neighbor 
and his son hug and the snow falls gently 
down around them. 
Saccharine 	 sweetness 	 and 
unbelievablility, mean–spiritedness and 
stupidity are the worst qualities of this 
movie; at best it is sometimes amusing. 
It is definitely not worth the $6.50 
admission price to the theater. I wouldn't 
bother renting it when it comes out on 
video. 
amazing. If you like Fugazi, the Plug 
Uglies and/or Firehose, then Big Trouble 
House is your next wet dream. With a 
wider musical range than any of the three 
and their own independent blend of 
convulsing literary and vocal 
stylizations, you have the next Great 
Band. Songs like "President Nixon's 
Grandpa", "Black River", and especially 
"Watered Down" will jerk you around 
like a puppet and leave you with the 
feeling that you've also been nourished 
emotionally and intellectually. 
Not for the uptight, snobbish or 
poseurs. This is music for open minded, 
happy people that don't think twice about 
sweating blood at a frothy gig. People 
that want it all. All the Big Trouble that 
they can find. * * * * 
gerac, afflicted geniu.s. 
ility and the deceit that plagues all 
nunication. I hesitate to say that he 
sents the human condition, not only 
USC it could give the impression of a 
tract but also because the play and 
ne don't want that much. It is 
gh jor both for the audience to be 
in 
gh*
into the joy and longing of 
no's world and let that resonate in its 
fashion. 
it's what the French do occassionally 
we never do; they let the audience 
ithe frivolous pleasures and the 
ound themes without enforcing 
r. You're given space to breathe at 
no de Bergerac, and the air is sweet, 
and alive. 
I] 
C Ws Box 
I 
NO 
Music to shake your bones 




send them to 
their room 
By Eric D. Williams 
Sports Editor 
The Puget Sound men's swimming 
team evened the score against the 
University of Alaska Anchorage last 
Saturday afternoon by overwhelming the 
visitors 125-78 at Wallace Pool. 
"We felt really strong in the water 
today," said Co-Captain Scott Kelly. 
"The victory came a lot easier than we 
expected." 
During their trip to Anchorage last 
year, the Loggers were treated rather 
ungraciously, resulting in some 
animosity for the Alaska Anchorage 
team. 
"They had demeaning posters and 
An unidentfied Logger shares his enthusiasm for his successful race by abusing the palms 
of his opponent and sending him to the corner to cry. 
shaved and tapered like they were going 
	
The Loggers won all but three events 
to nationals," said Kelly. "They were 
	
and were led by three double winners 
really rude to us.' 
	 including Mark Hendrickson in the 100  
freestyle 54.69 and in the 50 freestyle in 
a meet record time of 24.59. Freshman 
Rich Butler continues to look impressive 
with a win in the 200 IM in a new meet 
record time of 2:11.59. Butler and also 
set a new meet mark of 2:26.29 in the 
200 breaststroke. The other double 
winner was Andrew Cukurs with a win 
in the 200 butterfly with a time of 
2:13.95 and the 400 freestyle of 
4: 14.91. 
Other victors for the Loggers were Ian 
Lee, who captured the 200 freestyle in a 
time of 2:00.12, and Roman Brent, who 
set a meet record in the 800 freestyle 
with a winning time of 8:46.46. The 
University of Alaska Anchorage swept 
both relay events and the 200 backstroke. 
The Loggers are now looking toward 
the Husky Invitational, where they will 
face their most fierce competition to date. 
The meet will take place this Friday, 
Saturday, and Sunday at the King County 
Aquatics Center in Federal Way. 
I think we are ready," said Kelly. "It 
will be a weird feeling standing on the 
same blocks that Matt Biondi did during 
the Goodwill Games. And with the 
competition so tough, it will be a 












Football fans bowled over by poll results r I.- 
By Bruno Zalubil 
Staff Writer 
In college football, good teams are 
measured against each other by rankings 
in various polls. This way of comparing 
teams is controversial, but as many 
people contend, it is the only thing that 
we have. 
Unfortunately, these polls are rarely 
identical. The same teams are usually in 
each po1i, but each publication has a 
different idea of which team is better than 
another. Therefore, the order of the 
teams are, for the most part, scrambled. 
Many times throughout the history of 
this polling system, there have been 
disputes between polls as to which team 
should be top ranked. The last end-of-
the-season dispute for number one in 
college football was in 1978, when 
Alabama and USC were each picked and 
consequently shared the national title. In 
many respects, this paralells the 
problems that boxing has with its three 
different governing bodies and its three 
different titles. 
This year has been no different from 
past years in poll discrepancies. Over the 
course of this year, the AP poll has had 
seventeen teams receive first place votes. 
Two of this week's top three, Georgia 
Tech (2) and Texas (3), weren't even 
ranked in the pre-season Top 25. It also 
seems as if something is wrong when, 
for example, the University of 
Wahsington is ranked second inih 
nation, has a Rose Bowl bid, plays to 
win a number one ranking in the polls, 
loses iii a close game, and then falls 
dramatically in the rankings. It seems as 
if, since the University of Washington is 
such a dominant team, that they should 
retain a good rank, but this is not how 
the polls work. 
Now, at the end of the season, the 
number one controversy is again heating 
up. Traditionally, the end of the regular 
season number one team will only have 
to win its bowl game to retain the 
overall season number one ranking. But  
every year other teams, from the number 
two through five ranks always begin talk 
of their chances to end up as number one. 
This year Texas coach David 
McWilliams and Miami coach Dennis 
Erickson have lead their teams to the 
Cotton Bowl, where they say, the winner 
has a very good chance to win the 
National Championship. Texas (3) and 
Miami (4) aren't ranked very high, but 
they feel that if number one Colorado 
loses in a rematch of last year's national 
championship game against Noire Dame 
(5) in the Orange Bowl, then they will 
each have an excellent chance while 
Georgia Tech (2) plays Nebraska in the 
Citrus Bowl. This may be true, but the 
chances are slim. It is more of a 
gimmick that the coaches are using to 
get their players pumped up for the 
games. For as McWilliams admits, "Of 
course, you never know which way 
people are going to vote." 
It seems ironic that the rough and 
tumble game of football is, in the end, 
not decided on the playing field, but on 
the desks of newspaper columnists and 
broadcasters across the country. Maybe 
it is time to change to a playoff format 
as some have suggested, or maybe the 
coaches should be the ones to vote. 
Personally, I feel that the way the bowl 
games are set up and the way the polls 
are run adds a certain mystique to the 
game of college football. There is much 
more rivalry and turmoil that adds to the 
excitement of an already exciting game. 
All in all, it's okay to open a newspaper 
and read about contract negotiations and 
fines that are levied in the NFL, but in 
my mind it is much more intersesting to 
read about Lou Holtz debating about 
Miami being voted number one last year 
after his Fighting Irish battled through a 
tough regular season schedule and then 
won the Orange Bowl. The polls may 
not always be right, but college football 
is the better for them. 
College football top 25 
No. Team Pts LW 13. Brigham Young 786 4 
1. Colorado (42) 1,476 1 14. Clemson 737 14 
2. Georgia Tech (16) 1,397 2 15. Mississippi 535 15 
3. Texas (2) 1,338 5 16. Illinois 500 16 
4. Miami (Fla.) 1,303 3 17. Iowa 461 18 
5. Notre Dame 1,252 7 18. Louisville 450 17 
6. Florida State 1,196 8 19. Nebraska 406 19 
7. Penn State 1,125 10 20. Oklahoma 360 22 
8. Washington 1,117 9 21. Southern Cal. 352 21 
9. Houston 945 11 22. Michigan State 260 23 
10. Tennessee 944 12 23. S. Mississippi 226 24 
11. Florida 905 6 24. Ohio State 197 25 
12. Michigan 833 13 25. Alabama 115 
THE 
PIZZA ANSWER 
A LARGE 1 ITEM PIZZA 
$5.55 PLUS POP 
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.T-Birds beat the puck out of Americans 
Put afeather in their cap and call them macaroni 
By Bruno Zalubil 
	 total of2-1, Seattle. 	 It didn't start with a huge goal or a 
Staff Writer 	 The second period continued Seattle's 
	 spectactular save as other rallies do, but a 
40 	 On Tuesday night the Tn-City 
	 dominance with a 12:53 goal by rookie 
	
rally is a rally and it doesn't matter how 
American Western Hockey team visited 
	 winger Jeff Jubenville, but the 
	 it starts, or so the Americans would say. 
the Seattle Center Arena and the Seattle 
	 Americans quelled any other scoring 
	 This particular rally was sparked by T- 
Thunderbirds. Three periods of rough 
	 attempts and were able to go back into 
	 Bird goalie Corey Schway, who 
play resulted in a home team 5-3 victory, 
extending their winning streak to seven 
• games. 
The Western Division contest was 
dominated by fourth place Thunderbirds. 
Though Jason Marshall scored for the 
Americans with 4:23 expired on the 
game clock, Seattle settled down, and 
after twelve minutes of the first qurarter, 
• they were in total control of the match. 
	 the third period with a manageable 3-1 
	
accidentally kicked American Billy 
At 12:34, Lindsey Vallis took advantage 
	 deficit. 	 Lindsey's shot into the net for a score. 
of a Seattle power play and placed a puck 
	 Then, during the final period, Seattle 
	
Three minutes later, a newly born 
between the pads of goaltender Don 
	 was unable to keep the Americans down. 
	
American team scored again, this time on 
Blishen. Three minutes later Craig 
	 Seattle's Doby Wook began the period's 
	
a Cory Dosdol shot that brought the 
Chapman mimicked his teammate and 
	 scoring with a short-handed goal, but 
	
score to a respectable and exciting 4-3. 
extended the score to its final first quarter 
	 then the visitors started a comeback. 
	
After 8 minutes of exciting hockey, 
time way running out for the visiting 
Americans, so they decided to pull their 
goalie for an extra man on the ice. 
Unfortunately, the strategy failed to bring 
them their tying goal and actually placed 
the final nail in their coffin. Seattle's 
Vallis received his second goal of the 
night when he luckily found the puck in 
front of the empty net. This extended the 
score to 5-3, the winning score. 
The victory lifted the Thunderbirds to 
16-13-1 on the seasom. they are now 
only two points off of the second place 
Americans (17-11-1) and seven points off 
the division leading Kamloops Blazers. 
Their seven consecutive victories have 
brought them back into the running very 
quickly. 
The next Seattle Thunderbirds game is 
against the Victoria Cougars on Friday in 
the Seattle Coliseum. 
Loggers drop Bearcats 
. 
like a damn hot potato 
then I would get cold. 
In the second half, Beal made his 
presence felt again, as he scored on three 
consecutive possessions, two from three-
point land, and the Loggers hung on to a 
46-43 lead. 
Following a Puget Sound timeout, 
Willamete came back to life on a steal 
and two-hand jam from wing Erik 
Clarkson, who led the Bearcats with 19 
We could provide 
more help on the 
penetration off the 
dribble. We wanted 
it more tonight. 
points. 	 On their next possession, 
Willamete's Paul Scott nailed a three 
pointer, and the Bearcats had their first 
lead of the second half. 
It didn't last long, though, as the 
Loggers quickly regained the lead on a 
three pointer by Lindstrom, which put 
them back on top, 46-45. 
The defense came to life for the 
Loggers, as Puget Sound held the 
Bearcats scoreless for 5:10 and caused a 
çiJi 
-Lowest Scuba Gear Prices in T 
-Learn to Scuba Dive For $85 
-A Full Service Dive Shop 
-Monthly Dive Trips 
-9109 Veterans Dr. SW Tacoma 
Phone 588-8368 
Open 12-8 Mon-Fri, 8-8 Sat. 
couple of turnovers. But the Loggers 
couldn't get any offense going 
themselves, and the game went down to 
the wire. 
Willamette was forced to foul and 
committed an intentional foul, giving the 
Loggers two shots and the ball. Real 
iced the game for the Loggers, hitting 
both free throws, and the Loggers escaped 
with the victory. 
Marco Beal led the Loggers with 17 
points and 11 rebounds while post Mark 
Schultz chipped in 11 points. Point 
guard Pat Mullen contributed 10 assists 
By Eric D. Williams 
Sports Editor 
Puget Sound rebounded from their 
nightmarish home debut by defeating a 
good Willamete team 57.52. The 
aggressive defense that catapulted the 
Loggers to several victories last year 
finally showed up on the Memorial 
Fieldhouse hardwood. 
"Tonight we could provide more help 
' on the penetration off the dribble," said 
Logger Jeff Lindstrom. "We wanted it 
more tonight." 
It was a see-saw battle early on, as 
each team tried to establish momentum. 
The turning point came when Logger 
wing Jeff Lindstrom came off the bench 
• and drilled a three pointer from the 
baseline, putting Puget Sound on top 
12-10. The Loggers went on a six-point 
run and went into halftime with a 
comfortable six point cushion, thanks to 
a three-point bomb launched by Marco 
• Real. 
"I was rushing my shot some," said 
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Democrats snub a socialist, 
display lack of substance 
4 
41 
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The Democrats in the House of Representatives don't like socialism -- or anyone 
who associates himself with it. They decided this week to snub Bernard Sanders, a 
newly elected representative from Vermont who calls himself a socialist, by not letting 
him join the Democratic caucus as an honorary member. Democrats meet together in 
the caucus to decide voting positions on legislation and -- given the party's present 
dominance in the house -- committee appointments. By refusing to grant Rep. Sanders 
honorary membership, the Democrats have guaranteed that unnacceptable "socialist 
ideas" will not rub off on party policy, and that he will be virtually isolated as a third-
party lawmaker in Congress. 
We at The Trail find all of this disappointing and ironic. Vermont Democrats 
backed Sanders in his race against a Republican incumbent after failing to field a 
popular candidate themselves. In Vermont at least, it appears that a majority of voters 
actually prefer a third-party lawmaker with a populist message to the narrowly 
differentiated candidates of the two entrenched parties. The reason? Perhaps the House 
Democrats' rejection of Sanders provides some clues. Sanders claimed victory in his 
congressional race in the name of "the people' and called for "a mass movement of tens 
Opinion  
of millions of people prepared to say that we want national health care, that we want 
the millionaires and multinational corporations who are not paying their fair share to 
pay their fair share." He also endorsed such radical notions as spending more money on 
education and the environment and less on Stealth bombers. The people of Vermont 
voiced their agreement with Sanders' ideas by electing him; the Democrats rejected such 
ideas by shunning him. 
In opposition to Sanders, Rep. Pete Geren of Texas had this to say, "I don't know 
anything about his politics. All I know is the label he's taken for himself. It has no 
place in the Democratic Party, as far as I'm concerned." If Democrats do not know more 
about Sanders than his label, maybe they should. The people of Vermont do, and they 
like what they see. Either the Democrats have shunned Sanders because they want to 
distance themselves from his ideas, which would edge them even closer to their 
Republican "opponents" in the narrow range of the American political spectrum, or 
they have shunned him because of his label. If the latter is true, as Rep. Geren's 
shallow statement implies, then the Democrats are obviously more concerned with 
labels and appearances than with substance. 
'I 
a 





By Heather Stansbury 
Guest Contributor 
The host of "twenty-something" articles in every magazine from Time to 
Mademoiselle are all saying the same thing. This generation has values and goals 
different from those of recent generations. These already over-generalized changes can be 
documented at least somewhat by those tracking student attitudes over past decades. 
Arthur Levine, chair of the Institute for Educational Management in Harvard 
University's Graduate School of Education, states that we are in the midst of a 
transition in the character of college students, a trend signified by rising optimism, the 
revival of heroes who students wish to emulate, and increasing social involvement. He 
challenges universities to address themselves to constructive planning for the education 
of citizens committed to social engagement. 
In numerous conversations in past months with friends and peers in my "twenty-
something" generation, we have delved into our ideals and values, comparing them to 
those of recent generations. We repeatedly 
	
come to the same or similar conclusions 	 I don t expect stuc 
made by "twenty-something" article 
	
authors. We care about the social, poll, 
	 college with a spec 
	
and economic struggles of our country and 	 . 	 • 	
Aj ,., r 
	
the globe. Yet at the same time, roughly 	 ii I I I I ii I 	 I I VV 	 V I 
	
eight out of 10 friends who will graduate 
	
emerge with me in May answer, "I have no idea," 
when asked what they would like to do with their degree. Amazing. The University of 
Puget Sound's liberal education strategy has successfully empowered students with a 
broad knowledge in everything from philosophy to science. Yet why do I sense that 
many students will graduate from this institution, and others like it, with the leadership 
abilities and motivation to improve the social conditions they are concerned about, 
while lacking at least a semi-clear vision of their role in the world. Those who agree 
that making a social contribution is paramount to a career are perhaps overwhelmed by 
the hosi of unidentified careers which may or may not justifiably accomplish this. I 
don't expect students to emerge from college with a specific job title or career in mind; 
however, I do expect them to emerge with a vision, built upon the optimism of their 
generation, which will direct their social engagement. Developing this vision should be 
the role of the liberal arts education. 
I am certain that there are complex reasons for liberal arts students' anxiety upon 
entering what appears to be a very complex and specialized society, especially given 
their perceptions of the complex nature of America's problems. Students are emerging 
from liberal arts institutions having received an education which broadens their 
theoretical knowledge of many subjects including social and global challenges, yet by 
the nature of their four-year removal from society (known to us as the "bubble world" 
effect), they are lost as to how to apply their knowledge and sincere concern for the 
improvement of their own society. 
I believe that the co-curricular aspect of liberal arts universities should be 
responsible for bridging this gap. Puget Sound students have a host of extra-curricular 
activities available to them. But most of these activities, as they are conducted right 
now, remain unattached to any notion of applicability in the context of the 'real 
world." Hence, we have the post-graduate its to emerge from 	 disillusionmentperiod. 
C b +•+e 
 or career 	
c So what would I change? I would create a 0 	 ii L 	 ore requirement that asks students to focus 
do expect them to 
	
(at least for the purposes of the class) on 
one extra-curricular activity which they can 
I a vision" 	 then pursue inside as well as outside the 
class. We could raise the term co-curricular 
from the dead. "Activists for a Better Environment" would not only educate the 
community to foster safer environmental praLtices, but would also study recent 
scientific findings and environmental philosophy and meet with the leaders of lobbying 
groups to learn their goals, structure, and role in society. Senate members would run 
the student government but would also dabble in political theory and perhaps interact 
with legislative bodies at various levels of local, state, and federal government. We, the 
supposedly socially concerned of the 90's, must revitalize a society plagued by the 
immense impracticality of yuppie consumption and the consequent irreverence for the 
world's social and physical environment. We must seek a practical education of co-
curricular activities and related course work to do so. 
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Letters 
'Factional' editors 
like J.J. make 
plain Trail's bias 
Dear J.J., congratulations! You have 
now joined the exclusive club of Trail-
Anti-Greek-Editorial-Writers. This means 
you can join with your friends and decide 
that people who choose to be Greek are 
wrong because it is not right for you. It 
Methinks The Trail is stunned. 
Regarding the poll tax, The Trail 
asserted that "a family of nine living in a 
shack would pay the exact amount per 
year as a millionaire couple lining [Sic] 
in a country estate." 
Wrong. 
Each local council would set its own 
community charge based on the number 
of services provided and the number of 
people; each person would pay the same, 
regardless of income or property. In ll 
aiso means mat you can continue writing 	 probability, the family of nine would nay 
unconstructive and useless letters venting 	 much more than the family of two, not 
your personal anger about things you 
	
"the exact same amount." 
apparently have a lot of misdirected 
	
As for Mrs. Thatcher and the'Euroren 
- 	 - 	 Community. TI,,' r ,)j 	 jf 
Thatcher editorial: 
lack of facts 
'live' don't 'line' 
The Trail thinks that "the sudden 
demise of Magaret Thatcher left most of 
us too stunned for rational response" 
[staff editorial, November 29]. 
11  Mike 
Eulogizing on Mrs. Thatcher's 
greatness may at best be premature, at 
worst unwarranted; but engaging in a 
condemnation of her without any attempt 
at a critical perspective is equally 
inexcusable. 
Greg Hastings 
aren't that stupid 
In response to your nasty opinion 
article in the November 15th issue of 
The Trail: "opinion" is right! Nothing 
in the article was - distantly remotely  
positively even slightly close to being 
based on fact. You freshmen and 
freshwomen who rush will be able to see 
for yourselves. The Greek system here, 
and in general, is absolutely beyond 
reproach, and I am qui te sure that I steak 
for a ll independents when I say t evy 
time that I have ever bn involved with 
any Greek hou se. has turned out to he a 
wonderful, enriching experience not just 
for m\self hut for all those involved. 
a 
,'ill not work: the Greeks of 
tha t stupid, and-have much 
i do than to write letters 
I wOuld not be surpri-scd'i( 
ceive any letters at all! 
iOfl I might add that it would 
iame and a loss to all Greek 
one freshman or fresh young 
re to blindly follow your 
td of thinkine for them seF& 
Don Lance 
P.S. And as for Greek devotion to 
philanthropic activities, especially the 
reference to animal rights: I think that 
even Mr. Colquhoun would agree that the 
activities of a certain fraternity at the 
University of Washington a little while 
back brought more attention to the rights 
of animals than the activities of just 
about anyone I can think of except for 
maybe Richard Gere. 
Story on senate 
marred by errors 
An otherwise thoughtful and 
meaningful article about the senate 
["Senate problems vanish after weekend 
retreat," Trail, November 29] is flawed 
by two errors of treatment of my own 
comments. The first problem is in 
j,ving too much impor tance to a cer tain 
'taternent of mine: the statement 
,regfding the senate's diversity "in skin 
colorad the introductory "heck" I had 
¼sed been included, the comment would 
ve appeared superficial which is 
exactj' what I had intended. As I 
"explaiñ'ed in the interview, the senate's 
wersuy as I see it is in background and 
er&pectiv& J was surprised to see the 
story bretht te superficial and downplay 
the subhn:.tial. 
secoM problem is again one of 
context: singling" out a statement and 
leaving it - lookin'g thoughtless and 
useless, this time when it shouldn't be. 
When I stated thai there was an obvious 
weakness in the freshman senators, I 
wont. on to explain that this weakness 
as no more senous than lack of 
14 experience with senate, some university 
systems, and some living arrangements. 
Lack of knowledge about specifics in 
itself is not a real problem. In fact, my 
whole argument was that freshman 
senators have a different perspective, not 
that they hamper the senate. I can't see 
what value the single statement included 
has on its own. 
Bill Potter 
ASUPS President 
stuns Trail; Brits J.J.: The Greeks 
or atrct was obv 
1ml L-minckd uueiipt to 
c nir versy and conseque 
assumptions about. I will gladly take 
	 ._ .. 
	 Io of lctt,ers to the edit 
your opinion into consideration when it 
	
November inform d u that "the IRritishi 
	
'tell ouri, 
is presented in a mature manner and has 
	
Treasury calculates t hat h. r toughness 	 little trick 
some of the validation in the form of 
	
has now saved l3ritain L1O.7 billion in 	 UPS are 
factual information, but until then it 
	
the past decade aM will save another £10 
	
letr thi 
seems to me you are only discrediting 
	
in the next fetir yers." Restricting 	 like this a 
yourself with this sort of behavior. 
	
But on s I mancr4l contribution to ii e EC 
	
Ou didn' 
Unfortunately, I am also fod 
	
hud1 activated th rto1ore lacking 
	
10 COne! o. 
question The Trail's ability to 'b an 	 fr Britain's membership 	 tru!v 1 a 
unbiased and effective publication when 
	
he EC. 	 men if eve 
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Regular 	 $12.00 
Sale 	 9.50 
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miii"iiiiiMEDIUM 1 ITEM PIZZA 
$5.57 plus tax 




EXPIRES 12/20/90 oiggo Domino's Pizza 
Valid at participating stores 
only. Not valid with any other 
offer. Customer pays 
applicable sales tax. Limited 
delivery area. Our drivers 
carry less than $20.LLJ  
Work for 
The Trail. 
Core Staff (paid) positions 








Applicants for Editor 
submit letter and resume to 
John Otter in the AS UPS 
Office. Apply for all other 
positions in SUB 011. 
STUDENTS— —10% 0FF SERVICES WITH STUDENT ID 
752-4020 
cy f t s ip c
10% off Face Valo Gift CerFificaes 
Gifts under $10.00 
Your choice - Slap Bracelets, Bubble Necklaces, Gift Packs 
Part Time Positions 
International Marketing Corporation 
is expanding in the Tacoma area. 
Sales and Customer Service 
$9.75 to start 
No experience required, we'll train. 
College internships and 
scholarships available. 
Call for an appointment Monday- 
Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 472-5330 
PAUL MTO-ELL 
Gift Pack 
Regular 	 $12.00 
Sale 	 9.50 
—PLUS- 
Our Gift to You! 
—FREE- 
Freeze & Shine 
Styhng Spray 
FREE HAIRCUTS FOR ONE YEAR'. 
Enter to win 1 FULL YEAR OF FREE IIMRCUTS (up to $228.00 Value). Deposit entry form in 
box on your next visit to FIATS OFF. Two lucky individuals will win! Drawing will be held 
on 12/31/90. Enter each lime you have a service at HATS OFF. 
NAM 
	 ADDRESS 
PHONE (Home) 	 (1NOrk)___________________________ 
The BEST haircare in the Northend featuring: 
Paul Mituliell, IKMS, Sunglitz, AVFDA 
